JANUARY 2021 VS. LAST YEAR
* City down 11.3 million or -65%
* Suburban down 956 thousand or -59%
* Reg. Rail down 2.3 million or -81%
* Total down 14.5 million or -66%

YTD FY 2021 VS. LAST YEAR
* City down 84.9 million or -64%
* Suburban down 7.2 million or -57%
* Reg. Rail down 17.3 million or -83%
* Total down 109.4 million or -66%

Note: July through January results significantly impacted by COVID-19 crisis which started in mid-March 2020.
July also impacted by two less weekdays in fiscal month compared to last July.
Above unlinked ridership totals are reflected in millions. * Indicates five-week month.